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Abstract
Data science is becoming an established scientific discipline and has delivered numerous
useful results so far. We are at the point in time where we begin to understand what results
and insights data science can deliver; at the same time, however, it is not yet clear how to
systematically deliver these results for the end user. In other words: how do we design data
products in a process that has relevant guaranteed benefit for the user? Additionally, once
we have a data product, we need a way to provide economic value for the product owner.
That is, we need to design data-centric business models as well.
In this chapter, we propose to view the all-encompassing process of turning data insights
into data products as a specific interpretation of service design. This provides the data
scientist with a rich conceptual framework to carve the value out of the data in a
customer-centric way and plan the next steps of his endeavor: to design a great data
product.

1 Introduction
1

Analytics provides methodologies and tools to generate insights from data. Such insights
may be predictive, e.g., a traffic forecast, a recommendation for a product or a partner, or a
list of customers who are likely to react positively to a marketing campaign (Siegel, 2013).
Insights may also be descriptive, i.e. providing us with a better understanding of a current or
past situation, e.g., our company’s performance right now or during the previous month.
Insights will probably in any case be actionable, e.g. by enabling a smart controller to drive a
car, operate a building control system or regulate electricity production according to market
demands. In an extension of the purely exploratory paradigm of data mining, a data scientist
purposefully plans to build such data insights that benefit the user (Veeramachaneni, 2016).
This automatically moves the result to the center of the analytics process.
But does this kind of insights already make up a data product? To find the answer, we go
back to the definition of a product (Kottler, 2003): a product provides a set of benefits for
which the customer has a willingness to return a value, typically in the form of money. Thus,
insights generated from data can be considered a data product if there are “users” willing to
give back value for these insights. The user may be an external customer (e.g., a
“consumer”) or a user in an organization, e.g., inside the company. The value given back
may be in the form of a financial payment, but not necessarily (there are other dimensions of
1

We use the word “analytics” throughout this chapter to refer to those methods and tools from data
science that pertain directly to analyzing, mining or modeling the data: Statistical methods, machine
learning algorithms, the application of data management tools etc.
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value like emotional or social value (Jagdish et al., 1991), or the collected data, e.g. health
data from wearables, search patterns etc.). This is illustrated in the complete value chain of
a data product (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The value chain of a data product.

In other words: in order to have a data product, we need to design insights generating
relevant benefits for which users pay. Service science provides us with concepts to solve
this problem: according to Lusch & Vargo (2014), a service is defined as the application of
competences (knowledge and skills) for the benefit of another entity. With respect to data
products, the application of competences refers to the competence of applying data science
- the “unique blend of skills from analytics, engineering & communication aiming at
generating value from the data itself" (Stadelmann et al., 2013).
Therefore, a data product is defined as the application of data science competences to
provide benefit to another entity. This makes perfect sense if we substitute “data science” for
its original definition cited above, thus resulting in:
“A data product is defined as the application of a unique blend of skills from analytics,
engineering & communication aiming at generating value from the data itself to provide
benefit to another entity.”
Data products are a subset of services (every data product meets the definition of a service,
but not every service is a data product). Therefore, the concepts and methods of service
science and service design can be applied to systematically design data products. This
rounds off earlier work of defining a data product as the result of value-driven analysis that
generates added value out the analyses of the underlying data (Loukides, 2010). There is a
vast field of application examples available for added value generated by analysis. Siegel
(2013), for instance, provides an extensive list of 182 examples grouped in the 9 categories:
1. family and personal life; 2. marketing, advertising, and the web; 3. financial risk and
insurance; 4. healthcare; 5. law enforcement and fraud detection; 6. fault detection, safety,
and logistical efficiency; 7. government, politics, nonprofits, and education; 8. human
language understanding, thought, and psychology; 9. workforce: staff and employees. There
are also other literature sources providing similar application examples with different
groupings, e.g. Marr (2016).
In the next section, we provide a very short introduction to general service design before
explaining the specific characteristics of applying it to the design of data products. We then
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identify the gap between current service design and the development of data products, and
subsequently propose a framework specific for data product design. We conclude by a
discussion of the essential building block of each data product - the data itself, and how to
potentially augment it -, and a review of the current state of the field, including an outlook to
future work.

2 Service design
Service design starts from the user perspective, which means understanding the tasks and
challenges the user faces in his context. Customer insight research methods such as depth
interviews, participant observation or shadowing, service safari, focus groups, cultural
probes etc. (Polaine et al., 2013) serve to understand the user in his context. The value
proposition design framework (Osterwalder et al., 2014) describes a practical template to
map the customer jobs, pains, and gains, which together constitute the so-called customer
profile (see right hand side of Fig. 2). The customer jobs are challenges and tasks that the
user needs to tackle and solve. The pains are factors that annoy the user during his job, and
the gains provide the benefits that the customer aims at. For the design of the data product,
features fitting with the customer jobs, pains, and gains need to be designed (right hand side
of Fig. 2). In this context, it is very important to note that service design systematically
considers also non-functional customer jobs, e.g. emotional or social jobs (Osterwalder et
al., 2014), (Smith & Colgate, 2007).

Figure 2: Fit of value proposition (left) with customer needs (right) (Osterwalder et al., 2014).

Additionally, we can apply many more of the useful tools for service design, like customer
journey mapping, emotion curve, service blueprinting, service ecosystem design etc.
(Polaine et al., 2013), (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2010).
A word about terminology: the term “service design for customers” often evokes the
connotation of consumer services. However, according to the concept of service-dominant
logic, the so-called customer generically may be any person getting benefits of the service
(Lusch & Vargo, 2014). The human being may well be a consumer, but also an employee
getting support for doing his job, a citizen getting support for his everyday life or also an
individual representing a societal stake.
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3 The gap towards data product design
Keeping in mind our definition of data products (the application of data science competences
to provide benefit to another entity), the service design approach discussed so far clearly
satisfies the second part of that definition, i.e., providing benefit to another entity. However,
there is still a gap w.r.t. to the application of data science competencies: service design per
se does not systematically consider using analytics competences to bring forth benefits for
the customer. In cases where the respective data is available, leveraging analytics
capabilities in service design (i.e., doing data product design) generally yields more value to
the customer and in return more revenue to the provider.
Two scenarios are conceivable - enhancing existing or creating completely new services:
1. First, we may assume that an existing product or service is effective in meeting the
customer needs, but could do this more efficiently if insights from data were used.
For example, assume a service giving advice to customers when to replace existing
factory equipment (machines). Leveraging data about the status of the old machines
(i.e., condition monitoring) as well as forecasted production volumes, market
evolution etc., the service can become much more efficient and more effective. In this
scenario, an existing solution becomes more efficient and is provided with higher
quality.
2. Second, by leveraging data science, we can find completely different and new
products which are much more effective in meeting the customer needs.
2
Although new data products do not create new customer needs (the fundamental
underlying motivations and needs of customers have been there before, often not at
the conscious level), the new data products may provide completely new and
previously inconceivable ways to satisfy those needs. For example, we may develop
a configurable music player that continually evaluates data about the context and
situation of the user via a connection to his smartphone and adapts the playlist to
meet the circumstances, smoothly adapting to events like new music releases or
sensed moods and environmental conditions.
Designing the resulting data products requires methodologies that go beyond those covered
by the service design literature. Meierhofer and Meier (2017) propose an approach to data
product design which we are going to discuss in the following section.

4 Bridging the gap (then and now)
From the previous discussion we see that service design provides us with a framework to
systematically design products that generate relevant benefits for the customer. These
benefits could be quantitatively or qualitatively higher if the potential of data was leveraged.

There is often the belief that technology can create new customer needs, which is only true
at a superficial level. If we dig deeper in the hierarchy of customer needs, which we do in
service design, we find underlying needs which are given by the customers' tasks.
2
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However, data scientists made the experience in recent years that insights generated by
sophisticated analytics algorithms are often not properly adopted or undervalued by the
users: the insights may be considered technology driven, not relevant for the user, or simply
not trusted by experts (Finlay, 2014) and (Veeramachaneni, 2016). Hence, there is a gap
between analytics results and value creation. This gap needs to be bridged in order to
exploit the potential of data products (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Data products bridging the gap between analytics and service design.

Of course, many excellent data products available today show that this gap can be bridged:
the examples of Siegel (2013) in 9 different industries have already been mentioned. Such
cases, in which insights from data are developed into data products that fit with the customer
needs, might be successful because of the situative combination of good ideas:
3
interdisciplinary teams formed by so-called “T-shaped-people” (Stickdorn & Schneider,
2010) (i.e., by the ideal profile of a data scientist) may be sufficiently creative to exploit the
potential of analytics while deriving a value proposition that is consequently driven by the
customer needs. However, a more systematic methodology for the development process is
desirable.

3

The horizontal part of the T-shape refers to the broad skills in a large field like data science, with
additional depth in a specific sub-field like e.g. service design or analytics (the vertical part).
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First approaches for systematic data product design have been presented in the literature
after Loukides (2011) pointed out that „…the products aren’t about the data; they’re about
enabling their users to do whatever they want, which most often has little to do with data“.
Howard et al. (2012) then suggested the so-called drivetrain approach that we will briefly
review below. Recently, Scherer et al. (2016) presented another approach on how to use
data analytics for identifying user patterns.
The 4-stage drivetrain process starts with the definition of the goal: Which of the user’s
needs shall be addressed next? Let’s assume for a moment the example of “web search” finding information on the web, based on keyword queries. The second step is then the
identification of the levers that the data scientist can set to reach this goal. This may for
example be a new analytics idea, as has been the case with the “PageRank” algorithm
within Google’s then new answer to the web search example created above: it is based on
the idea that the number of incoming and outgoing links to web pages (so called “off-page”
data) contain information about its relevance with respect to a query. The third step consists
of collecting the necessary data sources to enable setting the identified levers of the
previous step. In the Google example, this data was collected by the company in their
search index. The data may thus already be available internally. However, the combination
of internal and external data has great potential for (and often holds the key to) the
realization of new analytics ideas. For this reason, the question of how to design good data
products is closely linked with knowledge of the international data market as well as of the
open data movement and respective options: publicly available datasets may at least
augment one’s internal data, as the next section will show. The fourth step finally involves
building analytical models, as the options of which modeling technique to apply are to a large
extent predetermined by the previous three steps.
The drivetrain approach is the distillate of the lessons learned of hundreds of publicly held
data science competitions. While capturing indispensable knowledge, it is still quite abstract,
being more descriptive than prescribing next actions: it serves well as a model to
conceptualize a successful data product design project in retrospect, but is hard to use as a
model to decide on the next concrete step.
To overcome this weakness and provide an all-encompassing approach for data product
design, we propose to cover all phases of the service design process and additionally exploit
the full spectrum of data analytics methods and tools as much as possible, in a way that
allows for planning ahead. We use the framework shown in Fig. 5.:
● The horizontal axis depicts the stages of a typical service design process: for a given
application field (e.g., “customer searches and purchases a new product of our
portfolio”) we start the process with collecting data about potential users or customers
(„customer insight research“), then build the customer profile (jobs, pains, gains),
followed by the phases for designing the value proposition and the service
processes. In the next phase, we test the fit between value proposition and the
customer profile and improve our solution in several iterations (indicated by the
squiggles in the figure). In the last step, we bring our new data product to the market
(deployment and marketing).
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●

●

The vertical axis in Fig. 5 shows a structure of several data analytics methods w.r.t.
their potential to provide benefits for data products (raw results according to Fig. 4).
The terms on the vertical axis (from „clustering“ to „causal modeling“) stand for
fundamental data analytics methods (or tools, use cases) according to Provost &
Fawcett (2013).
The dots in the matrix framework of Fig. 5 indicate in which stage of the data product
design process which data analytics tool can be typically applied. Larger dots
qualitatively indicate a stronger value contribution in the corresponding combination.

Figure 5: Methodological bridge between the service design process and data analytics tools.

As practical service design cases often do not follow the service design process in a linear
way from left to right in Fig. 5, we exemplarily discuss the matrix in Fig. 5 by a case study
according to Meierhofer (2017). This example is in the application field of customer service
representatives (agents) in a company providing consumer services. The goal is to provide
employee support services to the agents in order to make inconvenient tasks easier for the
employees, to reduce sources of errors and to increase efficiency. Such tasks may be, for
example: detect the relevant contact reason of the customer in real-time (e.g., while having
the customer on the phone) and find related contacts of the same customer in the past. For
instance, a customer may have contacted the firm for various matters several times before
and this time has a complaint for one specific topic, which makes it difficult for the agent to
dig the details relevant for this complaint out of the contact history in short time. Or the
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customer may call because of a specific question concerning his customized product
instantiation or his customized contract. It is likely that the company has the answer ready in
its data base in the form of a documented solution of a similar problem in the past. An
individual agent can impossibly keep all these cases in mind or find them while talking to a
customer.
Data and technical tools such as, e.g., records of past customer interactions as well as
algorithms for speech-to-text and natural language processing, are assumed to help in this
process and provide benefits to the agents. Finding the relevant nuggets in the bulk of past
customer contacts, which often are documented as unstructured data, can be heavily
supported by such analytics tools. Hence, this case study starts from the perspective of data
and technology according to Meierhofer & Meier (2017) instead of a precise understanding
of the user’s jobs, pains, and gains. It can be considered a technology push approach.
In traditional service engineering procedures, the project would deploy as follows:
● An interdisciplinary project team is set up consisting of a) analytics specialists, b) IT
specialists in the company-specific CRM system, and complemented by c) business
process specialist of the customer service department.
● In a requirements engineering process, the required features for the agent support
tool are elaborated and then stripped down to a feasible set in the framework of the
project constraints (cost, time, quality).
● The tool is implemented, technically tested, and deployed to the users. This last step
includes training as well as change management aspects in order to convince the
agents of the benefits of the new tool. This development and deployment phase
would typically span over several months and result in high resources costs.
Unfortunately, this procedure often turns out not to be effective in the sense that the tool
delivered after the long development period does not solve relevant jobs, pains, or gains of
the users. As a consequence, the users consider the tool irrelevant and are not ready to
invest the energy to get sufficiently familiar with it in order to leverage at least some benefit.
This is the point where cultural change management comes in to get the agents to use the
new tool, which is often not successful. At the end, the project may be considered a
disappointment.
To circumvent this problem, best-practice approaches have come up in the recent years
tackling the problem from a design perspective in combination with agile methodologies. The
challenge to support the agents in their daily work would consequently start by
understanding and modelling the agents jobs, pains, and gains. Next, a value proposition
would be developed which helps the agents to do their job, overcome the pains, and
increase their gains. However, this procedure would typically miss out the potential of the
new possibilities in analytics, which may be assumed in the fields of mining data (e.g., past
customer interaction records) or process automation (e.g., speech recognition). As a
consequence, for the case study described above, an agent support tool may be built which
turns out to be useful for the agents, e.g., by providing search tools for similar problems, but
could possibly provide much more benefit by systematically applying analytics.
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Now, applying the new data product design scheme shown in Fig. 5, we proceed as follows:
● To start, remembering that we have a technology-driven case, we elaborate a map of
the data-driven assets available which we assume to provide benefits for the given
problem statement. In this case, this is:
○ Generating a layout of insights that can be gained from past customer
interactions. The data of closed customer contacts, which is stored in records
in the CRM tool, is mined and interpreted by data scientists in co-creation with
process experts of the customer service department.
○ Exploring the possibilities of natural language processing and speech-to-text
conversion in the context of the agents’ work with a CRM system (e.g., the
environment of the use case, the languages applied, the acoustical
environment, the real-time requirements etc.).
This collection of the data-based value contributions as a starting position
corresponds to tackling the problem from the left-hand side in Fig. 1 and to
establishing the vertical axis in Fig.5.
● In the next step, we develop the horizontal axis of Fig. 5 and proceed with
understanding the agents’ jobs, pains and gains. To do so, we research insights
about their jobs, pains, and gains by shadowing a qualitative sample of agents in
their daily job (i.e. accompanying the agents as an observer). A practical tool to do
this can be found in the “a day in the life of” concept: accompanying a person during
a typical day and observing what she does, where she struggles or needs too much
time or energy for doing a job, and where she gets the desired output in a
satisfactory manner.
This qualitative customer insight research step is complemented by a quantitative
analysis of process data found in the agent workflow tool. The process steps found
completed in past customer interactions are stored with their timestamp as well as
the type of process step and free text remarks entered by the agent. This analysis
backs up the qualitative insights about the jobs, pains, and gains found so far, and
eventually verifies or falsifies the hypotheses.
● This collection of agent data also enables the potential segmentation of the agents
into different profiles (so-called “personas” in the service design terminology) by
clustering approaches. Based on this, different profiles of agents can be described. If
the analysis yields different relevant profiles with clear differences in the pains and
gains (the jobs are assumed to be the same in the same job context), the service for
the agents needs to be developed with different flavours depending on the profile.
● Next, we tackle the task of developing the actual service for the agents, which means
developing the value proposition (left-hand side of Fig. 2). In this step, we now make
use of the collection of the data-based value contributions which we prepared at the
start of our technology-driven approach. We confront the elaborated agents’ jobs,
pains, and gains with those value contributions differentiated according to the
customer profile. This step yields the following outcomes:
○ i) There are jobs, pains, or gains to which we can responded by the given
data-based value contributions. For example, finding similar cases in the past
may be supported by similarity matching of the current case description with
past descriptions by means of information retrieval methods.
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○

●

●

ii) There are jobs, pains, or gains for which we do not have a data-based
value contribution. This situation takes us to making additional data sources
accessible or to solving the problems by non data-based means. For
instance, it would be very helpful for the agents to get an indication of the
customers’ current emotional tension and the evolution of this in the past. We
may not have sufficient data of the past cases to detect this reliably and may
suggest a conversational script for the agent to find this out while talking to
the customer.
○ iii) There are data-based value contributions for which we do not have a
corresponding job, pain, or gain (yet). In this case, we may find that the
particular data has no value for our problem. Or, alternatively, we may find a
way to utilize the data for solving the problem in a new way which was not
seen before. Example: for a given customer enquiry, we may have data
indicating that other users already had the same problem before, but the
solution could not be standardized enough to generate a script for the agents
for solving future problems. However, we can leverage this information to
create a user support community and defer users whose problems have
sufficient similarity to this community for peer-to-peer problem solving.
The new service for supporting the agents (i.e., the value proposition) designed in
this way is developed in several prototyping steps and tested with a sample of
agents. These tests reveal technical bugs, but much more important, make
transparent whether our hypothesis on the agents’ jobs, pains, and gains as well as
the corresponding value proposition are validated or falsified. If falsified, we introduce
an additional iteration and adapt our service to test it again until we find a sufficient fit
of our solution with the problem.
Finally, when we deploy the new tool to the entire group of our customer service
representatives, we measure how the tool is used by collecting data from the process
workflows and the CRM data records. We detect where the solutions can be
improved and enter the continuous improvement process.

5 The essential building block of a data
product
We finally turn our attention to the essential building block that distinguishes a data product
from universal services: the supporting data and its analysis. Here, we focus on the data
sources, since methods and technologies for data analytics are covered in detail in several
other chapters of this book.
A data product can only be as good as its supporting data. While this statement might sound
trivial at first sight, it has enormous impact on the design of a data product: if the underlying
data is unreliable, all efforts to get high-quality analytics results and creating value to the
customer must fail. Here, “unreliable” includes various types of issues, e.g. incomplete or
faulty data entries, unavailability, legal issues etc. Hence, careful selection of appropriate
data sources is an important step in the development of a data product.
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Many data products are based on internal data. This data is proprietary to the data service
provider, who often has full authority over its content, data format, access rules, licenses
4
etc., which makes it comparably easy and straightforward to incorporate it in a data product.
However, there are still some reasons why internal data might not be used for a data
product:
1. It is personal d
 ata, i.e., “all information relating to an identified or identifiable person”
(FACH, 1992); this could be, for instance, customer profiles, phone call history or
transcripts, customer feedback etc. All personal data is subject to privacy regulations,
which vary significantly from country to country. For instance, in the U.S. any data
that might be traced back to an identifiable person is considered private and, thus,
protected. When Netflix, a video-on-demand service, released a dataset of movie
ratings of its users, researchers were able to identify individual persons within this
supposedly anonymized data, thus, forcing Netflix to withdraw the dataset (Singel,
2009).
2. The data is confidential, e.g. emails, internal documents, meeting minutes etc., and
an automated data product might unwittingly reveal such information to the
customers.
3. The data was intended for a purpose different from the data product: for instance, the
“Principle of Earmarking” in German and European data protection regulations
explicitly prohibits usage of personal data for any other than the intended purpose
without consent.
As a way out, data products may augment internal data with additional external sources to
provide maximum benefit to the user. There exist literally hundreds of thousands of external
5
datasets which are available for download (static) or via an “Application Programming
Interface (API)” (dynamic). Thus, the question often is not if a useful dataset exists, but
where to find it in the vast expanse of accessible data sources. To this end, data
marketplaces, such as datahub, Amazon AWS Datasets or Microsoft Azure Marketplace,
come into play, which are useful in three major ways: they are a central point of
discoverability and comparison for data, along with indicators of quality and scope; they
handle the cleaning and formatting of the data, so that it is ready for use (this step, also
known as data wrangling or data munging, can take up to 80% in a data science project
(Lohr, 2014); and they offer an economic model for broad access to data that would
otherwise prove difficult to either publish or consume.
On the other hand, there exists a vast amount of open data, which is ever-increasing since
more and more governments, research institutions and NGOs are adapting open data
strategies. These data include, for instance, human genome sequences, historic weather
data, or voting results of the Swiss National Council. Data collections such as data.gov
(U.S.), open-data.europa.eu (European Union) or data.gov.uk (United Kingdom) contain
thousands of public datasets. While most of these datasets are stand-alone, Linked Open
4

Numerous hardships are attached to the process of extracting, transforming and loading (ETL) even
internal data into a form that is amenable for analytics. The topic of (automatic) data integration and
corresponding engineering efforts towards a data warehouse are huge. For the sake of this chapter,
however, we will assume the respective organization has already taken care of it.
5
See for example http://cooldatasets.com/
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Data (LOD) provides methods to interlink entities within open datasets. Linked data, which
goes back to Tim Berners-Lee (2006), uses a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for each
entity, and RDF triples to describe relations between these entities. This allows machines to
traverse the resulting graph, which contains nowadays billions of entities, and collect
required information automatically.
Once the underlying data of the data product is clear, it can be collected, pre-processed,
combined, and analyzed to provide the desired service to the customer. Since most data
products rely on data that changes over time, it is important to track the data sources
closely, because API’s can be updated, data formats may change, or entire data sources
may vanish completely. Only then it can be ensured that the data product works reliable and
to the benefits of the customer.

6 Discussion and conclusions
We have reviewed the state of the art in data product design and concluded that up to now
no systematic approach has been presented that allows for planning the next steps in
designing a product based on data insights specifically to the needs of a certain customer.
We suggested to extend the methodology found in the discipline of service science by
concrete ideas on how and where to invoke certain analytics methods and tools. We argued
that using the methodology, and hence vocabulary, of service-dominant logic and service
design gets data scientists a long way towards such a development processing on the broad
range of possible data science use cases, not just in typical “service business” settings. In
Fig. 5 we presented a concise but all-encompassing framework of how to develop data
products from a user-centric point of view, including suggestions of typically helpful analytics
methods and tools per design phase. Finally, we gave pointers to potential external data
sources to enhance the essential building block of each data product - its underlying data
collection.
6

We see data product design as a discipline that is still in its infancy . Its core and borders are
still very much under development:
● While one of the first university-level courses on the topic mentions to “...focus on the
statistical fundamentals of creating a data product that can be used to tell a story
about data to a mass audience“ and then focuses on technical details in building web
applications (Caffo, 2015), others are based on a curriculum that focuses on service
design, leaving analytics aspects to other modules (Stockinger et al., 2016).
● While the drivetrain approach has been too abstract to guide new design endeavors,
our approach is conceptually nearer to certain kinds of applications and thus may in
practice be more difficult to apply to a problem of, say, the internal control of a
machine (where no user is directly involved), than in marketing (although it really is
generally applicable).
We thus see our presented approach as a contribution to an ongoing discussion: all data
scientists need, besides deep analytics know-how, the business-related skills to not just
6

Borrowing a phrase from Michael M. Brodie that he frequently relates to data science as a whole.
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design a successful algorithm, but to think through a whole product. This is the
all-encompassing process we have sketched above. For the engineering-heavy data
scientist, who daily mangles data and thinks in terms of algorithms, this may seem far away:
she is more involved in CRISP-DM-like processes (Shearer, 2000) to assemble the smaller
parts of the final solution. But these smaller parts are then treated as black boxes within the
all-encompassing data product design process as outlined above.
In this sense, the data product design approach presented here is not the process to create
each data insight (smaller part). It is the packaging of one or many of these into “publishing”
form through optimization, wrapping and finally marketing. Future investigation has to
answer the question of how to bring both processes into one conceptual framework: the
“internal” CRISP-DM-like data insight creations, and the “external” data product design
wrapper.
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